
I
f you type lsof without parameters, 
the output is a long list of open 
files. This outpouring is sorted by 
PID; thus, it starts with init. On a 

laptop I was using as a lab machine, the 
list includes no fewer than 6,778 entries, 
which is not my understanding of intelli-
gible. However, almost all of the com-
mand-line parameters that lsof is happy 
to accept will reduce the volume.

For example, if I want to know which 
process is accessing a certain file, I just 
pass its name in to lsof as a parameter. 
The

lsof /var/log/syslog

command returns the following results 
(which I have curtailed slightly):

COMMAND  PID   USER

rsyslogd 683   syslog

In other words, rsyslog is running on my 
system. Additionally, I would like to 
know the other files rsyslog is juggling:

lsof ‑c rsyslog

Alternatively, I could output all the files 
that belong to the syslog user account, 
for which I need the ‑u syslog option. 
Because everything on Linux is a file, in-
cluding network sockets,

lsof ‑iTCP

lists all the current network connections. 
If I just want to see the services listening 
for connections, I can use:

lsof ‑iTCP | grep LISTEN

On the other hand, if I am only inter-
ested in traffic on a certain port, for ex-
ample SSH, the

lsof ‑i :22

parameter will list all the connections as-
sociated with port 22.

Know What’s Going Out
To filter for outward bound connections 
to a specific server, add to the ‑i param-
eter an @ followed by the name or IP ad-
dress of the target system (e.g., Figure 
1). I can reduce the number of hits fur-
ther by adding the target port number:

lsof ‑i@example.com:22

I’m sure the lsof inventors, led by 
Victor A. Abell, had users like 
me in mind when they created 

the ‑a option, which lets you concate-
nate filter functions. The command

lsof ‑a ‑u charly ‑i@example.com:22

lists all outgoing SSH connections to the 
example.com server opened by user 
charly.

At second glance, especially if you 
type man lsof, you might find lsof is an 
indispensable tool for any system admin-
istrator.  nnn

The sys admin’s daily grind: lsof

The Long and  
the Short of It
The shorter a command, the longer the list of support parameters. This rule applies to lsof, 
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Figure 1: Analyzing outgoing connections with lsof ‑i@example.com.
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